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Robo Dialing Remedy Using Auto-Attendant
Changing these settings will also change the interaction between the Auto-Attendant and actual people calling into 
your system. Please keep this in mind when changing settings to minimize your system being Robo Dialed, and find 
a balance that will fit the needs of your inbound callers as well.

First, you’ll want to log into your VirtualPBX Console as an admin, or have your system admin log in to change the 
following settings.

Access the “Admin” tab near the top left of your screen.

Select “Advanced Configuration” near the top right of this screen.
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Here, your first option is to decide how many times you would like your inbound caller to hear the initial greeting 
replayed before the system takes action. 

After you’ve set a number, we recommend selecting the option to “Hang up” after your set number of greetings. 
This option will disconnect the caller if no selections are made by the time the greeting has replayed your chosen 
number of times. Since Robo Dialers are unable to make any selections in your menu, they will be disconnected 
after this specified number of greeting replays.

Auto-Attendant Replay

Return to Auto-Attendant

In addition, depending on how your system is set up to route calls, Robo Dialers can sometimes leave lengthy 
“Dead Air” voicemails. If this is happening, we recommend using the “Hang up” option after voicemail. This will keep 
the Robo Dialer from looping back into the beginning of your system (Auto-Attendant) and creating an endless loop.


